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IQRA COLLEGE PARENT PORTAL

Keep fully updated, manage and control everything related to
your child’s education. Communicate with the school seamlesly
through push notifications, instant messaging, payment
gateways and much more all at the power of your fingertips.
Instructions on how to access
the portal and app have been
emailed to parents.

DATES & EVENTS
27 JUNE - 28 JUNE
Dental Treatments
2 JULY - 4 JULY
Parent Teacher Interviews
5 JULY
Last day of Term 2

FROM THE PRINCIPAL
Asalamu Alaykum
Praise be to Allah (swt) the Lord of the heavens & the earth
& all it contains. We praise Him & seek His help, mercy
& forgiveness & we ask Him to accept all our Deeds &
duahs made for & by us during this auspicious month of
Ramadaan, Ameen!
Alhumdulilah our students has shown such respect &
resilience during Ramadan. I have admired our little ones
who refrained from eating during the breaks and our older
kids who used their break time to sit & read Quraan. May
Almighty grant each of us the Barakah of this sacred month
& grant us to experience Laylatul Qadr In Sha Allah Ameen.
I would like to commend all the students from Reception to
Year 11 that participated in the Quraan competition. It was
so heartwarming to listen to such melodious recitation. My
congratulations to all the winners.

“My Lord, increase me in knowledge”
A special thank you to Mr Aaron C & Br Dawood for arranging for our students to participate
in the inter-schools soccer & basketball knock out competitions. Our boys were commended
by the other teams for great sportsmanship (playing with such zeal in all matches whilst
fasting). I am looking forward to our students continued integration with other schools as
ambassadors of Iqra & Islam, In Sha Allah!
My deepest gratitude to all the staff, students & volunteers who assisted with the Iqra
Grand Iftar held on Saturday 1st June. Alhumdulilah, through the Grace of Almighty we
were able to cater for approximately 600 people (who we thank for accepting our invitation).
As we bid farewell to this great month May Almighty help us to continue to remember
Him, to give thanks to Him, to seek His Mercy, Guidance from the trials of this world & His
Blessings; Ameen.
On behalf of the school board & staff I would like to wish all our families & community a
Blessed, joyous, most memorable Eid Mubarak filled with Almighty’s Choicest Blessings,
Ameen.
Wasalaam
Dr Ahdielah Edries
Executive Principal
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CLASS UPDATES
RECEPTION
Alhamdulilah as we reach the end of this blessed month may Allah (SWT) accept our duaas and
deeds In sha Allah!!
In English Reception class have been learning blending and segmenting words and manipulate
phonemes in single syllable words. Children are developing their knowledge and understanding
of different ways of reading and beginning to make connections between text and pictures.
Blending and segmenting helps them to recognize familiar and unfamiliar words in a written
text. In Mathematics, we are learning about Time, focusing on O’clock children have had lots
of fun, engaging and exploring in making a Clock activity. This fun activity has enabled them
to problem-solve and identify minute hand and an hour hand in a clock. Moving on from Time
to Subtraction, students have enjoyed creating a ‘number sentence’ when it comes to Chalk
Board!. Students have problem solved and used manipulative resources to solve a problem.
Project Based Learning is another fun and engaging subject that Reception have been involved
in different engaging projects every week. In the past two weeks, Reception were so excited to
work in groups to build a ‘Rubber Band Rocket’ from straws and rubber bands. The children have
tested different angles and how far they pull their rocket back to determine the best combination
for a great launch. Students have learned that the more they pull, the more potential nergy
builds up. Then when they release, that will result in lots of kinetic energy which will result in a
longer flight. In Science, students have developed their knowledge and understanding about
daily and seasonal changes and its effects on our environment. Every week students engage in
‘Weather’ activities. They are able to identify different types of weather and how to record the
weather.
Ms Hajar Mazra
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YEAR 1
The Year 1’s have had a busy and productive term so far. Our main focus in writing in
English has been descriptive writing on fairy-tale characters. We have learnt many
new descriptive words and have been using them to make sentences more interesting.
Students are becoming confident and independent readers and it is great to see them
using a variety of strategies to work out unknown words.
In Mathematics we have continued to develop number skills and have introduced
measurement, money and 3D shapes. Students have engaged in lots of hands on activities
to improve their math skills. In the next few weeks, we will be looking at multiplication,
position and chance and data. Our focus this term for Science is Earth and Space Science.
Students observed changes in the sky and landscape and explored the seasons of the year.
We have made season trees showing how leaves change throughout each season as part
of our Art lesson. In the upcoming weeks, we will be looking at natural and constructed
features in the environment.
I am pleased with the effort the students have put into their learning over the past few
weeks. Thank you for your support at home and please continue to read with your child
each night and practice the list of sight words.
Miss Carmen Leung
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YEAR 2
What a busy start year 2B has had to the term!
In Science, we have been investigating ‘mixing’ different items, which has led to conducting
experiments. Currently Year 2 B have conducted three experiments about mixing as well as
completed reports on each experiment.
In Maths, we have been exploring multiplication and division and how this can be linked into
repeated addition and subtraction. In Art, we have been discovering who Leonardo De Vinci
was and creating our own Ginevra De Benvi portraits. We also have started investigating
the big topic of Climate Change which has raised a lot of interesting discussions from the
students.
Ms Rebecca Haywood

YEAR 3
Year 3 has been able to breathe a huge sigh of relief as NAPLAN has been successfully
done and dusted, Alhamdulillah. The students have been working very hard towards it and
the reward will come with it In sha Allah.
However, hard work never ends! In Mathematics, we have been learning all about column
graphs. Last week, the students made their own paper planes and went outside for a paper
plane flying competition. The results were tabulated and then translated into colourful
graphs by the students. Well done!
Year 3 has also discovered some budding scientists looking good in their white lab coats!
We had our first lesson in the Science lab this week and the students had a wonderful time
changing, observing and recording the different states of water. We are learning all about
solids, liquids and gases as part of the Chemical Sciences unit and inshaAllah there will be
more exciting lab lessons to come. Stay tuned to find out more!
Mrs Radia Amin.
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YEAR 4
The year 4B class has had a busy term 2 so far, students have been continuing their good
work. Ramadan has shaped some of our lessons this term. Mid-term assessments have
been completed in English, Mathematics, HASS and Science.
English: This term students have had to Identify characteristic features used in imaginative,
informative and persuasive texts to meet the purpose of the text. Then use comprehension
strategies to build literal and inferred meaning to expand content knowledge, integrating
and linking ideas and analyzing and evaluating texts, also understand how to use knowledge
of letter patterns including double letters, spelling generalisations, morphemic word
families, common prefixes and suffixes and word origins to spell more complex words.
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Maths: Students have been working on number patterns and algebra, they have investigated
number sequences involving multiples of 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, and 9. They had to recall multiplication
facts up to 10 x 10 and related division facts. Then, explore and describe number patterns
resulting from performing multiplication. Finally, they had a mid-term assessment to see
what they had remembered.
HASS: In Geography students looked at the main characteristics of the continent of Africa
and the location of their major countries in relation to Australia. Then in History we looked
at the journeys of world navigators, explorers and traders up to the late eighteenth century,
focusing on the Dutch and Portuguese and their discovery of Australia.
Science: In science this term the class has been investigating natural and processed materials.
Students have been conducting experiments in the science lab, to answer questions such
as: What are the properties and uses of a synthetic material like polyester? How does this
compare to the properties and uses of a natural material like cotton?
Art: Students have made some beautiful pieces of Art for Ramadan, such as lanterns,
moon and star mobiles, which were decorated and hung all around the school. In the 2nd
week of Ramadan students coloured in their favourite scene and the wrote what Ramadan
means to them.
Mr Scott Watson
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YEAR 5
The most fruitful month of the Islamic calendar has progressed not only in our Deen, but
also in students’ learning activities, especially preparing for the NAPLAN in the first 3
weeks of the term. Students have been persistently doing lots of practice papers in order
to prove their ability to progress. Kudos to all!
Mrs Balgish Mydeen

YEAR 6
The year 6 students are making a lot of progress this term. For English, we are covering the
features of persuasive text. Students have worked in teams to creatively design their own
brand and have created a radio advertisement to persuade their peers to buy it. Speaking of
brands, students have also been busy designing their very own miniature cities for projectbased learning. They are encouraged to think about what would be needed to sustain a
city outside of earth. This part of their learning ties in with Science where students are
conducting experiments related to solubility and how different solvents can be deemed
soluble or insoluble. For Maths students have finished their unit on percentages and are
now moving on to fractions and decimals. May Allah (SWT) allow our children to benefit
from their learning. Eid Mubarak to all families!
Mr Dawood Perrotta
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HIGHSCHOOL
Health (Years 7 – 10): During a PE/Health lesson this term, we have welcomed Mrs Kathryn
Jones into our school to conduct some Mindfulness and Wellbeing sessions with the High
School students. The students have found this to be quite beneficial thus far and are
enjoying the knowledge that is being passed onto them by Kathryn.

In class, the Year 7 and 8 boys are also completing a unit of work on Bullying which looks at
identifying the different types of bullying behaviours, methods of bullying and strategies
to deal with bullying. I planned this unit of work to be done at the same time that Ms Zahra’s
Year 7 and 8 English students are studying the Wonder book. This will enable them to make
good connections across the two subject areas as the Wonder book/movie has a big focus
on bullying.
There has been a solid focus on the aspects of cyber safety and Cyberbullying this term.
This video is a clever video that you might want to watch with your children as it shows how
bullying can manifest itself online and how we as humans, can be Upstanders. (https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=vmQ8nM7b6XQ)
The Year 9 and 10 boys have also been focussing on Sports Injuries.
This includes how to recognise, manage and treat it. We have explored
and understand the 3 Acronyms in relation to this (TOTAPS, RICER and
HARM). In the week before EID, we will be looking at strapping our ankles
using sports tape. This will help with our understanding of preventing
further injury while providing support, to a sprained ankle.
Physical Education (Boys): This term has seen the boys learn about the mechanics of Touch
Football. Specific passing, dumping and rucking drills accompanied by drills which involve
timing, change of direction and positioning strategies (wrapping, switches and scooping
the ball), have been taught and are being applied. The boys are currently undergoing their
practical assessments and will be employing the skills taught in the first few weeks of
school, in game play/match based sessions after EID.
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Year 7 Mathematics: This term has seen a
big focus on making connections between
Fractions, Decimal and Percentages. This
has involved using Short Division to move
from a fraction to a decimal and then
multiplying that decimal by 100 to turn it
into a percentage.
When the children ask me “Mr C, what
percentage did I get for my test and did I get
an A?”, I let them know that they now have
the tools to work that out for themselves on
paper or by using a calculator
The children have also had fun playing a
memory game to help build our number line in class. This has allowed them see where
they can place similar fractions, decimals and percentages on the number line.
We have also had fun posting and answering quizzes in Edmodo during the term.
Year 7 Science: The Year 7 Students have been busy learning about Sir Isaac Newton and
the different type of forces that can be applied to objects. Physics is the focus this term
but we are constantly making connections between other branches of Science to broaden
our understanding of this discipline.
We recently conducted an experiment looking at the nature of a Buoyant Force when we
push a cup onto a body of water.
More interestingly though, we tied some Biology into our understanding of flotation
using the Magic Flower/Capillary Action experiment. As a forerunner to this, I employed a
colouring in (Mindfulness) activity to colour in a flower on a sheet of A4 paper.
The children then cut out the paper flower and folded the petals onto the stem part of it.
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We hypothesised whether the flower would float or whether it would sink. We also made
a guess as to what would happen to the petals of the flower. The children were pleasantly
surprised when they discovered that the petals of the flower started to open (due to
Capillary Action) when placed on the water.

Digital Technologies: With there being a big focus on Project Based Learning at IQRA
College, the Year 7 and 8 children are currently
working on a database table project to track
the bottles, cartons and cans that we will
collect in our classrooms and then recycle. We
hope to implement this recycling initiative as a
whole school approach in the second half of this year. Further to this, the children are doing
some work to increase their understanding of recycling in their English and Science classes.
The children in Years 7 and 8 will then work on the front page of a website so that each class
in the college can enter the amount of bottles, cartons and cans they recycle each day. The
funds gained from the recycling might be used to setup gardens around the school or in
Glenthorne National Park, purchase more equipment or could be used for any project that
the children want to do while at school.
The Year 9 and 10 students are now focussing on completing an Express Code.org course
to build their knowledge of programming constructs and principles. Code.org uses Block
Based Coding to help students learn in a fun and an interactive way. The focus for the
students in the second half of this term will be to create functional based pieces of code to
solve a problem.
Mr Aaron Caesarikow
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The Year 9 English EALD Class has been busy this term with Naplan of which I am sure
that would have done their utmost best.
They have also been busy being creative
poets. Have a read of their efforts and
decide if there are future budding poets
amongst us?
The Year 11 EALD class has been busy
working on their Task 3 Summative Task:
Living in Adelaide. Discussion Essay.
They have successfully learnt to create
surveys, to collate them and to plot
results using line, column and pie graphs.
Have a look at their wonderful efforts.
Ms Penelope Dounas
Adelaide Careers and Employment Expo: Year 10 and 11 Excursion
The Adelaide Careers and Employment
Expo, at Goodwood, is the leading careers,
training, education and employment
event in South Australia. The event offers
the opportunity for students, job seekers
and career changers to connect with
organisations for guidance, clarity and
opportunities in relation to career options.
The Year 10 and 11 students attended
this event on Friday 10 May 2019. Year
10 students were required to talk to
representatives from the universities
and TAFE colleges, SAPOL, and the Australian Defence Force, to name but a few, plus
communicate with any other study or work provider that would assist them with their
future goals. One of the tasks for Year 10 PLP (Personal Learning Plan) students involves
communication skills, so this event provides the perfect forum to assist students to build
on their communication skills.
Aside from asking many questions, both Year 10 and 11 students also collected
information booklets about study options. Students realise the importance of setting
goals and working with diligence to reach these. Parents are welcome to go through the
material students collected and talk to their child about study/career options.
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SACE News: SACE (South Australian Certificate of Education) is well underway at Iqra
College. This year we are undertaking numerous SACE Stage 1 or Year 10/11 subjects.
These are PLP (Year 10), Arabic, English, EAL/D, Biology, Chemistry, Research Project A/B
(Year 11), Religion Studies (Year 10 and 11), General Mathematics & Mathematics Methods.
Students have been enrolled on SACE online and each student has a SACE Registration
number. It is important that SACE students complete all the required tasks, and homework
obligations are fulfilled. Students are reminded that the PLP, English, Mathematics subjects,
at Stage 1 or Year 11, and the Research Project, at Stage 2 or Year 12, are compulsory
subjects and students must achieve a C grade or better. In the Research Project they must
achieve a C- or better to achieve a passing result.
Students must complete homework daily. They have been given assistance with time
management skills and need to remember to leave ample time to study for tests. SACE
assignments must be handed in on time. All due dates are clearly written on each task
sheet.
Year 10 English: This semester we have been reading a large book by Anh Do entitled The
Happiest Refugee. Anh Do is a comedian who arrived in Australia during the Vietnam War.
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His book is a collection of memories about his experiences growing up in Australia.
The Year 10 class have completed various activities during our reading of this text, such
as designing posters on Racism. Some of these have been included in this newsletter. The
students are also working on a Family Tree and upon completion of our shared reading
each student will complete a written review of the book.
Ms Helen Bhatia

RELIGION STUDIES
This year, I will be teaching Arabic, Islamic and Quran mainly for high school and secondary
school students. I am looking forward to seeing all my students enjoying our Arabic and
Islamic learning journey. Our main focus in Arabic will be to help students develop their
ability to communicate and interact effectively and appropriately in a variety of contexts,
within and across languages and cultures.
Our goals are to target the four main areas of Speaking, Writing, Listening and Reading. We
will also be learning how to introduce ourselves, our family and friends and using formulaic
expressions and correct body language. Furthermore, we will learn how to respond to
questions that elicit details such as colour, quantity and place about participants and
objects.
Students will be required to participate in shared reading of imaginative texts, sharing
opinions and responding to questions. Students are then expected to compose 500-800
words on any of these topics. They may conduct conversations in Arabic to provide and
obtain information, express feelings and emotion and exchange opinions.
I hope to acheave our targets with the kind help and collaboration of the parents, together
we can reach high standards.
Dr. Ahmed Ragheb
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FASTING WITH THE STUDENTS
As the month of fasting has ended, we were saddened to see the month leave us. We pray
that our deeds are accepted. Ramadan has been a blessing to all of us spiritually, socially
and physically. We would like to acknowledge our very own Mr Scott Watson and Mr Aaron
Caesarikow who have fasted the entire month with their students. They have been enjoying
the fasting and feel healthier as well. Mr Watson has been an inspiration to the students,
motivating them to do better and strive harder for their goals during this month. Mr Aaron C
has been helping the students achieve their physical best by assisting their development in
sporting activities such as Soccer and Basketball during the fasting month. We appreciate
immensely what you do for this school.

IQRA COLLEGE QURAN COMPETITION
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Our Quran Competition participants all received an IQRA College Medal to commemorate
their effort to memorise the Quran. We acknowledge all the hardwork that you and your
parents have put into this endeavour and we congratulate you for your achievement. It
takes courage to recite in front of a large audience and our students performed splendidly.
We pray that Allah (SWT) blesses you and keeps you pious and on the right track with the
Quran always in your heart.
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IQRA COLLEGE QURAN COMPETITION AWARD CEREMONY
Congratulations to our talented winners of the IQRA College Quran Competition 2019
Level 1: Hala Alkadah (first), Aseel Alsaad (second), Shaakira Mohamed (third)
Level 2: Eesa Adnan (first), Nayli Isabelle Noor Hafiz (second), Wareesha Arif (third)
Level 3: Ahmed Abakir (first), Izmah Tareen (second), Abdirasak Abdullahi (third)
Level 4: Majed AlMahamed (first), Sarah Ahmed (second), Rola Alshahrani (third)
Level 5: Hamza Adnan (first), Raghad Mohammad (second) Hamzah Keswanee (third)
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IQRA COLLEGE GRAND IFTAR 2019
This year IQRA College hosted its community Grand Iftar on the 1st of June. It was an
incredible event with parents, staff, families and the community members all joining
us from all over Adelaide. We had an attendance of around 600 people who enjoyed a
delicious meal cooked by our talented chefs. It is an ecstatic feeling to get such a large
number of people together for an event.
We would like to thank our staff and students who worked tirelessly to organise the event
with decorations & set up and helped with serving and clean-up during the course of the
event. . The school looked beautiful and welcoming and everyone had an wonderful time.
We look forward to seeing you all at the next community event at IQRA College.
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